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1. Introduction 

In recent years, urban areas in Japan suffer from more and more severe weather 
disasters such as heavy rain or tornadoes. Particularly around Tokyo in summer season, 
rapidly developed enormous cumulonimbi produce localized heavy rain; occasionally 
causing floods1).   

For analyzing and predicting severe weather, weather radars are required to operate 
for whole three-dimensional volume scan with high spatial and temporal resolution, 
because cumulonimbus cloud tops sometimes develp over 10 km above the ground in 
only 10 minutes and tornados move several kilometers in only 10 minutes2),3). With 
conventional weather radars equipped with parabolic antennas, however, it takes five to 
ten minutes to finish a volume scan of limited elevation angles.  

Japan Radio Co., Ltd. independently developed a prototype of weather radar 
equipped with an active phased array antenna (Figure 1). With this phased array 
weather radar, it takes only 30 seconds to finish a volume scan of the cylindrical space 
with a radius of 80 km and height of 15 km. 

This paper introduces our new phased array weather radar. Chapter 2 explains the 
volume scan way of our phased array weather radar. Chapter 3 explains the system 
components and specification. Chapter 4 shows the observation results obtained by this 
radar. 

 
2. The volume scan of JRC’s phased array weather radar. 

Fig. 2 shows differences of volume scan ways between our phased array weather 
radar and conventional weather radars.  

Conventional radar mechanically rotates a parabola antenna for azimuth scans. In 
each azimuth scan, the radar mechanically changes elevation angle of the antenna. 
X-band radars generally rotate at a speed rate of 3 r.p.m., operating for the volume scan 
of 15 elevation angles in 5 minute.  

Our radar also mechanically rotates in azimuth direction, but, by using phased 
array antenna, operates for a lot of vertical electrical scans during rotation. Therefore 
the volume scan of our radar finishes after just one rotation. Our radar is capable of 
rotating at maximum speed of 6 r.p.m.; therefore the shortest cycle of the volume scan is 
just 10 second. 
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Fig. 1. Appearance of JRC’s phased array weather radar. 
 

 

 
Fig. 2. Differences of volume scan between phased array weather radar and parabolic 
weather radar. 

 
Fig. 3. Transmit and receive beamforming. 
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Our phased array antenna system adopts digital beamforming technique. With this 
technique, the radar simultaneously forms multiple pencil receive beams in a 
fan-shaped transmit beam (Fig.3). By electrically changing elevation angle, single 
vertical scan of almost whole elevation angles finishes in just a moment. 
 
3. System Components and Specification 

Our radar system consists of just two components: the radar antenna equipment and 
the data processing workstation (Fig. 4) .  

The radar antenna equipment, along with small cubicle rotation control box, 
contains 16 transmit and 126 receive slot array antennas on the front side, solid state 
transmitters to output a total peak power of 1600W, receivers and digital boards on the 
back side. Radar echoes received by the antennas are downconverted, digitized and 
converted to IQ data. All IQ data are transferred through an optical fiber cable to the 
data processing workstation. 

 The data processing workstation converts the IQ data to radar parameters such as 
reflectivity. This conversion process includes the digital beamforming. In addition, the 
workstation includes radar control and quick-view software which draws PPI, CAPPI, 
RHI in real time.  

 Table 1 shows the specification of our radar. The detection range depends on the 
rotation speed because increase of the rotation speed decreases the pulse hit number so 
that accuracy of the radar parameters degrades. Therefore the radar is supposed to 
normally scan the cylindrical airspace with a radius of 80 km and height of 15 km on  
30-second cycle operation, or with a radius of 30 km and height of 15 km on 10-second 
cycle operation. 

This radar operates for volume scan not only with high temporal resolution but also 
with high spatial resolution. The shortest range resolution of the transmit pulse is 75 m 
and the process resolution for the radar parameter output is 50 m. The number of the 
elevation scans is normally 360 every rotation.  

As for antenna configuration, our radar forms the receive beams with horizontal and 
vertical beam width of about 1 degree. Because of the beam tilt of the slot array antenna, 
the elevation scan range is up to 87 degree. Therefore the scan area is almost whole of 
the cylindrical airspace just except small area near the zenith. The detection elevation 
range of the narrowest fan transmit beam is 10 degree. The polarization is single, 
horizontal. 
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Fig. 4. System components. 

 
Table 1. Specification of phased array weather radar. 

Parameter Value 
Transmit Frequency 9.4 GHz 

Rotation Speed 6 r.p.m. Max. 
Volume Scan Space height : 15 km 

radius : 30km at 6 r.p.m 
radius: 80 km at 2 r.p.m 

Total Transmit Peak Power 1600 W Max 
Range Resolution 75 m/100m/150m 

Process Resolution 50 m 
Number of Elevation Scans normally 360 for every volume scan 

Beam Width Horizontal: About 1 deg 
Vertical : About 1 deg ( for receive ) 

Detection Elevation Angle Up to 87 

Polarization Single, Horizontal 
Size 2.5 m ×1.8 m ×3 m 

 
4.  Observation Results. 

We installed this radar in the summer of 2015 then started experimental operation 
in Chiba city about 45 km east away from the Central Tokyo (fig. 5).  

In the summer of 2015, to evaluate the radar, we operated the radar for 30 km-radius 
volume scan on 30-second cycle operation. One of the observation results was the 
stratiform rainfall by the autumnal rain front on September 8, 2015 (fig. 6) . A bright 
band at about 4.5km and vertical wind shear were clearly detected. Another result was 
the convective rainfall of the cold front on September 18, 2015(fig.7, 8). Inside the cold 
front, vertically developing echoes and strong vertical and horizontal wind transition 
were clearly detected. 

Radar Equipment

Data Processing Work Station

control command

IQ data, monitor status
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Fig. 5. The radar installed in Chiba city (left) and observation area. 
 

 

 
Fig. 6. CAPPI products at 3 km and RHI products at 216 deg of the stratiform rainfall 
by autumnal rain front on September 8, 2015. Figures of left side shows Reflectiviy and 
figure of right side shows doppler. 
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Fig. 7. CAPPI at 2 km and RHI at 130 deg of the convective rainfall of cold front with 
lightning on September 18, 2015 Figures of left side shows the reflectiviy and figures of 
right side shows the doppler velocity. 
 

 
Fig. 8. The 3D images of the convective rainfall on September 18, 2015. The right side 
image is sectional view along with the cold front. 
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Fig. 9: Time-series 3D images of reflectivity of a thunderstorm on March 28, 2016. The 
marker indicates Shinjuku. 
 

From the spring of 2016, we expanded the observation range to 80 km-radius on 
30-second cycle operation. One of the severe storm cases was hail on March 28, 2016  
(Fig. 9). The echo above Shinjuku rapidly became stronger and fell down in just few 
minutes. At this moment, hail was observed around Shinjuku. Therefore, this 
observation implies the possibility that this strong echo was produced by hail. Our 
radar succeeded in detecting the temporally detailed lifecycle of rapid raindrop growth 
and fall down in the severe storms which it is difficult with conventional radars. 

 
5. Summary 

In this paper, we introduced JRC’s phased array weather radar. With our new phased 
array radar, it takes only 30 second to finish almost whole three-dimensional volume 
scan in just 30 seconds within a radius of 80 km and height of 15 km with high spatial 
resolution. In the experimental operation, we succeeded in observing rain cases, where 
temporal and spatial transition of developing cumulonimbi was clearly revealed. By 
analyzing observed data, our radar will contribute to issue faster severe weather alert 
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with accurate location.  
There are some difficult challenges on this radar. This radar is more expensive than 

conventional radars because of complication of the inside of the radar antenna 
equipment. In addition, this radar is single polarization radar; it means that this radar 
is unable to provide accurate rain intensity or particle segmentation. We will work on 
these challenges. 

We plan to continue the experimental operation for years. For more effective use of 
our observation data, we are considering providing our data to investigators on 
mechanism of the severe weather or researchers of disaster prevention systems. 
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